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Prevalence of HDV infection



Estimated Global Burden of HDV Infection
• 12 million people[a]

– 282 studies from 95 countries

– 120,293 HBsAg-positive people tested  

– Estimated anti-HDV prevalence
 4.5% among all HBsAg-positive people

 16% among those attending hepatology clinics

• ~62 to 72 million people[b]

– 182 articles from 61 countries 

– 94,718 HBsAg-positive people tested 

– Estimated anti-HDV prevalence
 0.98% overall

 14.57% pooled among HBsAg-positive people

 10.58% in mixed population without risk factors

a. Stockdale AJ, et al. J Hepatol. 2020;73:523-532; b. Chen HY, et al. Gut. 2019;68:512-521.

Stockdale AJ, Kreuels B, Henrion MYR, et al. The global prevalence of hepatitis D virus infection: Systematic review and meta-analysis. J Hepatol. 2020;73:523-532.
Stockdale AJ, Kreuels B, Henrion MYR, et al. The global prevalence of hepatitis D virus infection: Systematic review and meta-analysis. J Hepatol. 2020;73:523-532.


Miao Z, et al. J Infect Dis 2020;221:1677-87

Global prevalence of hepatitis D virus (HDV) infection 

48–60 million infections globally

General population

HBsAg positive carriers

Global: 13.02% (11.96-14.11)

Global: 0.80% (0.63-1.00)
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Miao Z, et al. J Infect Dis 2020;221:1677-87

Numbers shown are patient numbers, ie prevalence of HDV in HBsAg-positive patients.

An estimated 48-60 million people are infected with HDV worldwide

China
10,300,000 Japan

61,000

France
31,000

Germany
32,000

Italy
49,000Spain

68,000

UK
43,000

USA
127,000
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Concerted efforts are needed to overcome challenges when assessing the 

global epidemiology of HDV

Da BL, et al. Gastroenterol Rep 2019;7:231-45

Insufficient testing

• Variation in screening guidance and lack of effective therapy until 

recently

• Low proportion of HBsAg-positive individuals are considered for 

HDV testing

Variable estimates from 
individual countries

Lack of accuracy

Outdated information

• Potential variability in type of source data between studies

• Some analyses may exclude certain groups at high risk of HDV 

(ie injecting drug users, HIV patients, patients with liver disease)

• No concerted global effort to look at the epidemiology of HDV 

as a whole

• Many studies assessing HDV seroprevalence in HBV patients do 

not use confirmatory PCR tests

• Lack of standardised confirmatory tests

• Inclusion of data from analyses conducted before HBV 

vaccination programmes were initiated



Prevalence of HDV in Italy

Prevalence of chronic hep B

Diagnosed Hep B

HDV co-infected

457 384

133 771

Population size
estimates

Source

13 000

Strength 
of 

source

Rationale and comments

• Prevalence of 0.6% HBV infections among 
the total population

• The modelled prevalence was used from the 
Lancet Study

• The diagnostic rate of HBV infections is 
29%

• Study done by Stroffolini T et al. in 2020 found 
a prevalence of 9,9% among HBsAg-positive 
people (6.4% in Italian natives and 26.4% in 
non-natives)

• Higher co-infection rates from previously used 
study of Brancaccio et al 2019, which had a HDV 
prevalence of 8,2% among HBsAg+ patients

• According to the Lancet 
2018 Study, and Polaris 
observatory (CDA 
foundation) modelling.

• Cited in the journal Viral 
Hepatitis.

• Study performed in 9 
tertiary centers during a 
six-month period from 
January 2019 to June 
2019.

• Anti-HDV antibodies were more frequently detected in patients with cirrhosis (17.5% vs 5.4%)
• In another study from HDV referral centres,

• Majority (80.3%) of HDV co-infected them was >50y years or older
• Presence of liver cirrhosis was diagnosed in 52.4% of cases

• Non-natives are six-fold more likely anti–HDV-positive with an increasing trend.
• A decrease of HDV co-infection was previously shown among Italian patients

• Lancet 2018 Study, World 
Bank Data

Outcomes

HepB, Lancet modelling (2018), Polaris Group modelling (2018)
HepD, Alexander J. Stockdale et al., The global prevalence of hepatitis D virus infection: Systematic review and meta-analysis



Diagnosis of HDV

 Anti-HDV (pos/neg) and IgM anti-HDV (pos/neg)

 HDV-RNA presence/levels

 HBV markers (HBsAg levels, HBeAg/anti-HBe, HBV DNA…..)



Prevalence of anti-HD in HBsAg carriers recruited at different sites

1) Aricò S, Lancet 1985; 2:356-8

2) Smedile A, Am J Epidemiol 1983 ;117:223

3) Keshvari M, Transfus Med.2014 ;24:41

4) Bahcecioglu IH, J Viral Hepat 2011; 18:51

5) Mese S, Clin Ter 2014; 165:9

6) Khodjaeva M et al , Liver Int 2019; 39:2077

*) E.Musabaev, personal communication

Different anti-HD prevalence between HBsAg blood donors 

and HBsAg cirrhotics in Italy, Iran, Turkey and Uzbekistan 

Endemic HDV areas: prevalence of anti-HD in HBsAg 

carriers recruited at different sites



The changing context of hepatitis D

Mario Rizzetto, Saeed Hamid, Franco Negro. Journal of Hepatology 2021 vol. 74 j 1200–1211

Prevalence of antibody to HDV reported in the last decade in HBsAg carriers in Africa (1A) and Asia (1B) Conclusions and perspectives

• In high-income countries, the success of 

vaccination campaigns against HBV has 

led to a dramatic reduction in HDV 

prevalence, to the point that this infection 

is vanishing in domestic populations of 

Europe. 

• Middle income countries are also 

catching up with the control of HDV 

through more delayed vaccination 

programmes. 

• However, migratory fluxes are 

reintroducing hepatitis D and posing new 

problems and constraints to national 

health services.  

• The burden of hepatitis D remains 

unknown in many poor countries and is 

high in tropical and subtropical areas and 

in Central Asia where resources are 

limited against the HDV epidemic. 

• National surveys for HDV should be 

centred on patients with advanced liver 

disease as they are most representative 

of the local burden of the infection.

Blue: the rates of anti-HD when the prevalence were evaluated in patients at low risk of HDV infection (i.e. collected at blood banks, pregnancy 

clinics, in the general population, in general HBsAg populations, in outpatient clinics). 

Red: the rates of anti-HD when the prevalence were evaluated in patients with chronic HBsAg-positive liver disease.



Miao Z, et al. J Infect Dis 2020;221:1677-87

The epidemiological profile of hepatitis D virus (HDV) infection

Prevalence of HDV among acute

HBV patients

Prevalence of HDV among chronic

HBV patients

ASC, asymptomatic carrier; CH, chronic hepatitis; CI, confidence interval; FH, fulminant hepatitis; HBsAg, HBV surface antigen; HCC, hepatocellular carcinoma



Age distribution of anti-HD positive subjects in HBsAg carriers in 

Italy from 1987 to 2014

30-49 yrs

<29 yrs

>49 yrs





Acute Delta Hepatitis in Italy spanning three decades (1991–2019) 

Evidence for the effectiveness of the hepatitis B vaccination campaign

Stroffolini T et al, J Viral Hepat 2022;29:78–86

Incidence rates of acute hepatitis B (cases × 100,000 inhabitants) and acute 

Delta hepatitis (cases × 1,000,000 inhabitants) in Italy. SEIEVA 1987–2019

• The median age of cases increased from 27 years in the 

decade 1991–1999 to 44 years in the decade 2010–2019 

(p < .001). 

• The male/female ratio decreased from 3.8 to 2.1, 

• The proportion of coinfections increased from 55% to 75% 

(p = .003) 

• The proportion of HBsAg positive acute hepatitis tested for 

by IgM anti-HDV linearly decreased from 50.1% to 34.1% 

(p < .001). 

• People born abroad accounted for 24.6% of cases in 2004–

2010 and 32.1% in 2011–2019. 

• In the period 2010–2019, risky sexual behavior (OR 4.2; 

95%CI: 1.4–12.8) was the sole independent predictor of 

acute HDV; 

• Conversely intravenous drug use was no longer 

associated (OR 1.25; 95%CI: 0.15–10.22) with acute 

HDV

Conclusions: HBV vaccination was an effective measure to control acute HDV. Intravenous drug use is no longer an

efficient mode of HDV spread. Testing for IgM-anti HDV is a grey area requiring alert. Acute HDV in foreigners should 

be monitored in the years to come.

Main findings:



Natural history of HDV and clinical features
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Clinical course of HBV/HDV infection depends on timing of HDV infection

Miao Z, et al. J Infect Dis 2020;221:1677-87

Data presented are based on estimates of HDV prevalence and disease progression rates 

determined in a large global epidemiology analysis.



Natural history of chronic HDV infection

Miao Z et al, JID 2020

A meta-analysis with a random-effects model and performed data synthesis
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Increased risk of long-term consequences of viral hepatitis in HBV/HDV 

patients versus HBV monoinfection

Da BL, et al. Gastroenterol Rep 2019;7:231-45

Disease progression in chronic hepatitis B is not linear and HCC can develop in the absence of cirrhosis.

Cirrhosis HCC Liver transplant Hepatic 

decompensation

2−3 x

3−6 x

2 x 2 x

Reference = 1 MinimumMaximum  

Risk of long-term 

consequence in 

HDV/HBV patients:

Risk in HBV 

patients:

2 x

Mortality
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HDV suppression of HBV: three patterns of chronic infection 

1. Wedemeyer H, et al. Liver Int 2011;31(Suppl 1):140-4; 2. Da BL, et al. Gastroenterol Rep 2019;7:231-45;

3. Shah PA, et al. Gastroenterol Rep 2019;7:396-402; 4. Koh C, et al. Clin Liver Dis 2019;23:557-72.

Predominant
HDV replication, suppressed

HBV replication

Similar
HDV and

HBV viral load

Rare
predominant HBV

replication

• HBV viral load has no impact on HDV viral load and outcomes

• HDV tends to suppress HBV replication 

• Decrease in HDV viral load during treatment can increase HBV viral load as HDV’s suppressive effect reduces

• Management of HBV with NAs should be based on guidelines and individual clinical decisions

• Treatment of HBV with NAs has no effect on HDV

HDV HBVHDV HDVHBVHBV



Virological/Clinical features of HDV patients

 HBsAg levels (higher than HBV?)

 HBeAg neg, anti-HBe pos, IgM anti-HBc neg

 HBV-DNA low or undetectable

 HBcrAg positive (high levels) but HBV RNA negative*

 No specific clinical/histologic features

 Occasionally splenomegaly +++, autoimmune stigmata/features

 Rapid progression to cirrhosis/HCC (but not always…)

Modified from M Rizzetto, 2022*Loglio A et al al, AASLD 2021



Summary and Conclusions

 The prevalence of HDV infection remains poorly known globally

 Several challenges to estimate the current global/local epidemiology (testing for HBV

and for HDV, time, migration, vaccination, clinical settings….)

 The severity of the liver disease may have been overestimated (referral bias? survival

bias?)

 Compared to HBV monoinfection, the severity of the liver disease has been

underestimated (NUC therapy for HBV mono)

 To improve HDV outcomes, the priority is to screen for HDV infection patients with

advanced/severe liver disease to identify candidates for antiviral therapy (Hepatology

clinics)



Thank you



Stroffolini T et al, 2020

Hepatitis Delta infection in Italy – a 2020 update

A prospective multicenter study

Conclusions

HDV infection In Italians is further decreasing and mostly affects old people and subjects with an advanced disease reflecting a survival effect. 

Conversely, people born abroad are six-fold more likely anti-HDV positive with an increasing trend over time. The migratory flow may be a new 

challenge for HDV infection. (estimated Anti-HDV pos in Italy: 35,000-40,000)

Prevalence of anti-HDV in studies performed over 

more than three decades (1987-2019)

Changing pattern of anti-Delta positive subjects in Italy over more 

than three decades (1987-2019)


